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Abstract: 

 The Department of Defense (DoD) has long been at the forefront of technological progress, 

including being one its largest funders. This has meant that as the power of the Internet of Things has 

begun to take shape, the DoD has been actively incorporating the technology behind it into its fighting 

forces. This paper examines the current and potential future areas of deployment of IoT tech 

throughout the armed forces, and then examines the potential vulnerabilities that such incorporation 

may have. The paper concludes that while the advantages are clear and worthwhile, the U.S. must 

remain prepared for the networked infrastructure to fail in the case of a major conflict. The paper 

recommends the creation of a two tiered military system to allow for the benefits to be exploited while 

simultaneously providing protection against a major attack by a state-level actor. 
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I. Introduction 

The integration of technological improvements into warfare has continuously changed the 

battlefield. Trebuchets allowed armies to attack cities from ever greater distances. Longbows brought 

down the armored chevaliers. Gunpowder, cannons, bolt action rifles, tanks, air support and missiles 

have all reshaped the way wars are fought. Now with computers shrinking ever smaller and wireless 

networks spanning ever larger areas, it is possible to equip every aspect of our lives with the power of 

automation and data collection. This Internet of Things (IoT) allows for untold amounts of convenience 

for the consumer, and has attracted the attention of the defense industry for the strategic, tactical and 

efficiency benefits it can offer to armed forces. A battlefield of networked soldiers could allow 

commanders to react quicker with more complete information in order to give more accurate orders. 

With this technology are we on the cusp of the next great technological integration in military history or 

is there more to the story? 

While the benefits are certainly appealing, all that glistens is not gold. With this great power comes 

an immense security burden that must not be taken lightly. Given the precedent of numerous high 

profile breaches in the private and public sector one must ask whether or not further technological 

integration is a good idea. IT security deficiencies have tarnished the names of many companies [1], 

creating large backlashes and millions of dollars in damages. Simple security measures have also proved 

elusive to the federal government itself [2], leading to incredible amounts of personal and professional 

information being leaked. It is in this context that this paper weighs the benefits that IoT provides to 

Department of Defense (DoD) operations with the risks that come with the technology. Through an 

examination of known vulnerabilities and adversarial capabilities together with potential mitigation 

methods, it is the conclusion of this paper that harnessing the power of the internet of things for 

military use offers requires careful and deliberate implementation. While some systems and efficiencies 
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have to be exploited for the benefit of the DoD, on the whole the network and infrastructure is far too 

exposed. 

II. To the Community 

It is far too easy to forget the walls that surround us. The domestic world in peacetime rules day to 

day life.  While the military is perpetually dominating the current news cycle, we pay little attention 

outside of the chronic mistakes and mishaps, or the rare effective use of force (we got him!). Most 

people in this country have grown up without ever having experienced a major conflict. Most of us have 

only faced the abstract and elusive terrorist as an existential threat. With all of this static it is easy to 

forget the incredibly large and incredibly well funded military that is permanently beyond our frontiers 

executing orders that those in power deem to be in our best interest. It is easy to lose sight of the 

intricacies of the world outside our borders and the interactions that our fighting forces have within and 

beyond our frontiers. With all its resources and bases in faraway lands it can be simple to assume that 

everything being done to man the walls is effective after all the great majority of us have yet to be 

attacked. This paper seeks to challenge that assumption and shed light on the serious vulnerabilities in 

the new technological armor our nation’s military is building. 

III. Definition of Internet of Things 

The International Telecommunications Union, the U.N. agency specialized in information and 

communication technology defines the internet of things as “a global infrastructure for the information 

society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual)...” [3] IoT technology uses 

physical devices, such as sensors or actuators, which are connected to each other and often to some 

sort of networking hub. The speed at which most of the data travels and the physical limitations of the 

things in the IoT means that the use of a trusted network is often necessary.  
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IV. Overview of Current Implementation and Recommended Future Plans 

Going from limited or no integration of a new technology to full integration is a process that takes 

time for any entity, and even longer for the government. It is in the middle of this slow adaptation that 

the DoD currently finds itself. Many command and control systems have begun using millions of sensors 

in space, air and sea as well as on troops on the ground, in order to gather unprecedented amounts of 

data on the battlefield. This data then flows to the Distributed Common Ground System (DCGS) where it 

is parsed and analyzed for use by commanders [4]. Advanced fire control systems add automation in 

addition to the sensors to allow for the tracking of and reaction to nearly 100 separate objects in real 

time [5]. Other current applications of this tech include logistics, training and capability enhancements. 

RFID sensors are used to track shipments, sensors in “shoot houses” allow for immersion during live fire 

exercises and modified commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) mobile devices allow for the use of combat 

application such as maps, translators and detailed lists of high value targets [4]. In addition to the above 

the army Nett Warrior program seeks to add additional sensors and IoT tools to the standard loadout for 

soldiers. Below (Fig 1.) is an illustration of the “Military Tech Stack” that depicts the where and what of 

current IoT usage.  

Although the DoD has already seized many advantages that IoT has to offer, a report released by the 

Center for Strategic and International Studies highlights some of the gaps in use and efficiency. While 

the collection of data has been optimized using IoT tech, the entry of much of this data is still manual in 

nature. Additionally, much of the data collected is never analyzed; meaning only a fraction of possible 

insights are being gained. The added power from data collection is limited by these weak links in the 

chain. Even if this information were collected and maintained in an ideal fashion, the IT infrastructure 

across branches and departments is incredibly fractured, meaning that communication and transmission 

of data outside of its collecting agency is difficult if not impossible. These different infrastructures also 
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lead to numerous overlapping activities, the streamlining of which would be a boon to DoD funds and 

efficiency. 

 

Fig. 1. A breakdown of the applications, devices, platforms, sensors, analytics and infrastructure of IoT tech in the military [4]. 

 Outside of data collection the report finds that there is amble room for increased automation. It 

argues that “Automation is the ultimate expression of IoT” and that having the unmanned systems that 

are remote controlled by humans (as most unmanned aerial vehicles are) is limiting. The lack of 

automation allows for excess opportunities for human error while also requiring a larger workforce of 

human beings which react slower than machines. If all of the report’s recommendations were to be 

implemented the DoD would be expanding IoT in practically every branch and agency in the 

department. 

V. Potential vulnerabilities 

As shown in the last section, adaptation of IoT technology has taken place in nearly every 

operational capacity, and there is still plenty of room for expansion. While the benefits of such 
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integration are easy enough to see, these tools are only as good as the security that protects them. This 

section will detail numerous known vulnerabilities and exploits that if executed correctly jeopardize the 

very mission IoT was intended to aid. It is important to note here that as the distribution of IoT increases 

so too does the surface area for possible attacks, which take advantage of any of the following holes in 

security.  

Routing Attacks: Attackers may be able to reroute traffic by attacking the network layer where 

messages are routed in order to gather information and disrupt operations. This can be done in many 

ways such as simple spoofing as often each node in the IoT effectively acts as a router; Other methods 

include, Sybil attacks where a single node presents multiple identities across the network; HELLO flood 

attacks where an attacker with high radio transmission range and processing power sends HELLO 

packets from one sensor to other in the network convincing them that the attacker is a neighbor in the 

network, allowing for spoofing [6]. These breaches would cause all data transmitted in the clear or 

under weak or broken encryption protocols to be captured by the attacker. It would also allow for an 

attacker to drop some packets of data. A breach could lead to incomplete, or worse, incorrect 

information being passed through the system, which may mean missiles won’t fire or soldiers will find 

themselves walking into a trap. 

Denial of Service: This attack can occur at almost every layer of the connection and can be executed 

by flooding or desynchronizing parts of the system. In worst case scenarios it could effectively bring 

down some or all of the IoT tech that is in the field potentially causing mass confusion on the ground 

and a significant loss in accuracy of fire support. Even if the network is resilient enough to remain 

operable it may increase latency and communication times, leading to less effective execution of the 

mission. 
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Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Attack: Arguably the most dangerous attack 

SCADA attacks target what is effectively the center of the network, or a hub. If an attack can get to 

SCADA then it likely has to ability to manipulate most if not all of the sensors or actuators in the field 

and the data read outs at command. The most famous SCADA attack, the Stuxnet worm that slowly 

degraded the Irian nuclear enchainment centrifuges demonstrated just how much damage could be 

done by not only destroying equipment but also masking the damage to operators. Even worse is that 

research done on the Stuxnet’s code imply that much greater damage could have been done had that 

been the intent of the program [7]. SCADA attacks have also been responsible for bringing down 

elements of the power grid [8] which further illustrates one of the reasons SCADA attacks are so 

dangerous; they often inherently target critical infrastructure. This can lead to a complete failure in the 

system knocking out large amounts of IoT tech if not the entire network. The attack would also also now 

have access to the trusted network leading too contingencies that are not simple to fix with impacts that 

are quite easy to feel. 

Physical Attack: These attacks rely on physical capture of a node in the in the system that can be 

analyzed and taken apart. This inspection may reveal the inner workings of the network such as public 

cryptographic keys or the configuration of different network components [9]. This additional knowledge 

could lead to exploitation of discovered weakness or allow the attacker to upload malicious code on the 

device and reintroduce it to the network [6]. This then exploits the trusted nature of the IoT network 

which could allow for remote code execution or the admittance of a worm leading to SCADA level 

outcomes.  

Zero-Day Vulnerabilities: This vulnerability refers to the presence of a security flaw in the software 

that initially comes loaded on devices and hardware. Given the use of COTS in IoT technology [10] this 

becomes a very serious issue. The Stuxnet attack exploited five zero-day vulnerabilities in order to 
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spread throughout the Irian network [11], demonstrating how even if the DoD were to securely 

implement IoT tech in the field, the manufacture’s flaws may still allow for a breach.  

Internal Threat or User Error: Disgruntled employees account for 30% of all SCADA breaches and 

failures [11]. Even non-malicious employees can cause damage by accidently not following cyber 

sanitation protocols or being tricked into allowing a malicious program or person into the system. Other 

problems include the sale of restricted equipment to the general public where it could be used 

maliciously, as has already been the case with advanced optics [12]. The aforementioned errors or 

attacks would likely lead to the degradation of the entire system by way of SCADA attack, physical 

attacks or data leakage causing respective amounts of damage.  

VI. Capabilities of Adversaries 

9/11 has shifted the past few generations of American’s focus away from fearing conflict with other 

nations to fighting an ever shifting landscape of increasingly well-organized terrorists. It is Al-Qaeda and 

the Islamic State that have become the top threat in the minds of many, unseating the Russians and the 

Chinese. With this in mind, the first adversary to be discussed is the much talked about but never seen, 

cyberterrorist.  

The thought of cyberterrorism seems to be a natural extension of current more traditional 

terrorism, but it appears that at least for now this is merely a hypothetical problem. There has yet to be 

a cyber-attack carried out by a terrorist organization that has caused physical damage [13]. The bulk of 

cyber-related incidents have been the defacing of government websites or the use of cybercrime for 

monetary gain [14]. Perhaps the most serious cyber intrusion committed by insurgents occurred in 2009 

when Iraqi insurgents were found to have accessed a live feed of drone. This was likely the result of an 

unencrypted feed, however, as no interaction with the drone was possible [15]. Additionally there is 

doubt that skilled hackers, even those for hire, would ever aid in a terrorist activity [14].  
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While the capabilities of terrorist organizations may be limited the potential of threat remains. This 

is largely due to the incredible amounts of damage that could be done were a terrorist organization or 

radicalized individual able to successfully breach a SCADA system. Unfortunately, there may be reason 

for this to be more than just a scary conjecture, as it has been estimated that at least half of all 

resources spent on building Stuxnet was keeping it hidden for so long [7]. This means that replicating 

Stuxnet with the intent of simply destroying infrastructure, rather than slowly degrading it, would 

require half the effort. Additionally, there are large number of botnets for hire which could give terrorist 

organization a large boost in computational power which, although they may not be able to exploit 

them to perform complicated attacks like Stuxnet, would allow for far greater disruptive power [16]. 

Cyberterrorism may be buzzworthy, but let us not forget the enemy of old, other competing nation-

states. The real danger of a more traditional international confrontation when it comes to cyberspace is 

that countries possess state-level resources, meaning more organization, more training, and more 

power. The most advanced cyber weapon ever launched, Stuxnet, was created by state actors, and 

there is little reason to doubt that such weapons are not currently being developed by other nations [7]. 

Using China as an example of a truly adept state-level adversary one can see the damage that can be 

done by a well-trained and well equipped cyber foe.  

China has in the past demonstrated its cyber ability against several of its international rivals. It has 

twice launched a virus that destroys machines that were running Japanese version of Microsoft 

Windows XP [17]. Using known vulnerabilities in a Siemens made operating system; it took control of a 

commercial Indian satellite rerouting traffic through China where all data could be monitored [18]. 

Similarly in 2010, for 18 minutes all internet traffic in America was routed through a Chinese 

telecommunications company where all ISP logs were registered in China, effectively giving China 

terabytes of data including on users in the U.S. senate, U.S. military and other government offices [19]. 
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China also has additional power to leverage given its position as the world’s largest exporter. Many hard 

disc produced in China have been found to have malware on them that allows for data to be sent back 

to Beijing [19].  

While China is likely the top cyber threat, other nations like Russia and even the likes of Syria still 

enjoy cyber capabilities. Russia probed the defensive of Georgia’s networked infrastructure prior to its 

invasion of the small Caucasian nation [20]. Meanwhile the Syrian Electronic Army has effectively used 

viruses and malware that track keystrokes to gather over 11,000 username and passwords of opposition 

members across numerous social media and communication sites [15], demonstrating how even weak 

states have some cyber capabilities.  

There exists another threat that is somewhere in-between cyberterrorism and the nation-state, 

“cyber militias.” These are nationalist groups that are supposedly not state affiliated, that usually consist 

of youth and nationalist hacktivists [21]. While they claim to be independent of national actors most if 

not all are at least passively supported by their respective nations [20]. Their abilities are largely that of 

launching DoS attacks and are unlikely to be a serious threat; however, enough mischief paired with 

actual national action could add a layer of confusion to an already strained infrastructure.  

VII. Defenses 

Given the known deployment of IoT technology, the plethora of vulnerabilities and the capabilities 

of potential threats, how viable is the incorporation of IoT technology? 

A report by the Defense Science Board of the DoD titled “Resilient Military Systems and the 

Advanced Cyber Threat” [22] details many necessary steps that must be taken to ensure that IoT 

technological integration does not lead to a crippling blow from an advanced cyber threat.  As complete 

protection is not an option, the report suggests effectively creating two separate combat outfits, one 
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that utilizes the power of networked warfare, while the other is not dependent in anyway on the use of 

potentially vulnerable technological systems. This allows for the nation to be able to respond if an 

adversary knocks out all networked capabilities using something along the lines of a more destructive 

Stuxnet attack. The cyber resilient force must be home to the nuclear arsenal, as well as at least half of 

the nation’s offensive cyber capabilities to allow for a return salvo. While the cyber integrated unit 

would potentially be viable against technologically inferior opponents, such as terrorist groups, it would 

likely be the first target of nation-state actors, especially since as nations like china know that their 

offensive cyber capabilities are far more advanced than their defensive ones [19].  

The creation of a minimum set of standards such as encrypting databases and basic cyber sanitation 

is also recommended by the report. This will defend against attackers with fewer resources, such as 

terrorist organization or weaker states, who could easily exploit weakness but would have a harder time 

breaching more steadfast defenses. This can be furthered by truly instilling a culture of cyber awareness 

throughout the DoD.  

One additional guideline that should be added is that all manufacturing aspects of these devices 

must be sourced from America. As mentioned in the previous section, China has been known to 

manufacture backdoors and hard drives that come preloaded with malware that threatens the integrity 

of the materials. 

VIII. Conclusion 

It is often easier to the benefits that are to be had when imagining a technologically integrated 

world. The efficiency to be gained, costs to be reduced, the accuracy to be increased, but with these 

payoffs comes the risk of greater loss.  If IoT is implemented using the recommendations detailed in the 

previous section, it may be reasonable and even effective. However, one must be aware of the dangers 

that are present and ask whether or not these policies can and will be fully implemented. There are no 
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half-measures that will offer the necessary balance of advantages and protections. At this point we have 

in essence committed to integrating technology into our defenses in order to capture its benefits, but 

we must not forget about its flaws. We must internalize that fact that it is not possible to shield this 

infrastructure from a determined foe, especially another superpower, so we must be prepared for 

failure. This is not an option, this is a necessity.   
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